
Theme of the Month: We care…. Plants Month: February, 2020

Value of the Month: Respect and Empathy Class: I- A & B

SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

ENGLISH

Unit -7 Makebelieve stories.

Session -1: Tuning in to make 

believe.

Session - 2: Looking at The 

jigaree.

Session - 3: Change the rhyme.

Unit - 7 Make believe stories.

Session - 4: Zoom to the moon.

Session -5: Check the story.

Session -6: Thinking of imaginative 

responses.

Unit - 7 Make believe stories.

Session - 7: How to catch a star.

Session -8: Checking the story.

Session -9: Exploring the story.

Unit - 7 Make believe stories.

Session -10: Toys in space.

Session 11- Acting the story.

Session 12-Writing a make believe 

story.

MATHS
Unit - 17 Time

Unit - 18 Calendar 

Unit - 19 Money 

Unit - 20 Measurements.

Revision Unit - 17: Time and 

Unit - 18: Calendar
Unit - 22: Spatial relationships 

EVS

Revision - Unit 2 - Growing Plants, 

2.1- Plant parts and farm to table 

process

Revision - Unit 2.2 - Growing 

seeds

Activity: Growing bean plant and 

investigating and recording its 

stage of growth.

Revision - 2.3 Plant and light Revision - 2.3 Plant and light

II LAN 

TELUGU
Varnamaala- a to bandira 

,gunimthapu gurthulu

Gunimthaalu - ka to da

othulu ka to ma 

mahaa praana aksharaalu 

othulatho padaalu

Varnamaala numdi othulatho

 padaalavaraku revision

II LAN

HINDI

*Synonyms

*Opposites

*Gender

Revision for L - 3.Bhadia Chat

Revision for *"AA to OW" matra 

words

Revision for Varnamaala 

*Synonyms 

*Opposites

ICT
Introduction to games with the 

example Comfy Cakes
Revision on L-4.The Keyboard

Revision on L-5.Function with 

Magic Mouse 
Revision on L-6.Play time with Tux

Music - Vocal Vocal practice with Raag Abheri Vocal practice with Raag Abheri Vocal practice with raag Yaman Vocal practice with raag Yaman

Music - 

Instrument

Exercises on Keyboard for 12 

scales

Exercises on Keyboard for 12 

scales

Exercises on Keyboard for 12 

scales

Exercises on Keyboard for 12 

scales
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SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

DANCE

Intro dance  of basics  stretching 

exercises for body alignments and 

body posture  get clear  body 

movement and balancing exercises 

for control jump and landing 

basics  rules and basic flexibility 

exercises jumps and leaps tuck 

jump, cossak jump stage leap 

succor leap jump 

Intro dance  of basics  stretching 

exercises for body alignments and 

body posture  get clear  body 

movement and balancing exercises 

for control jump and landing  

basics  rules and basic flexibility 

exercises jumps and leaps tuck 

jump, cossak jump stage leap 

succor leap jump 

Intro dance  of basics  stretching 

exercises for body alignments and 

body posture  get clear  body 

movement and balancing exercises 

for control jump and landing  

basics  rules and basic flexibility 

exercises jumps and leaps tuck 

jump, cossak jump stage leap 

succor leap jump 

G.K. Chapter - 16 Animal farm. Chapter - 17 Fairy tales Chapter - 18 The right place Chapter - 19 Intresting jobs.

VE / LSP Chapter - 8 What is good for me? Chapter -8 What is good for me? Chapter - 8 What is good for me? Chapter -What is good for me?

SEP

GAME: Spinning Ball

Children need to pick the balls by 

escaping the spinning ball

TEAM GAME::

Chase the Runner and Tag with 

Sponze ball. 

MOTOR SKILLS: 

=> Physical Activity 

1. Jump up stairs with both feet 

simultaneously. 

2. Jump 10 steps in a row. 

3. Hold on to the railing or wall if 

too difficult. 

TEAM GAME : 

Catching a tossed ball. 

MANIPULATIVE SKILLS: 

1) Catch and throw a ball 

2) Strike a ball. 

3) Kick a ball. 

4) Dribble a ball. 

TEAMGAME: 

Foot ball: 

Dribbling skills arranged in different 

patterns 

ATHLETICS : 

=> Standing broad jump 

Activity: children need to jump with 

their and land on both legs 

horizontally. 

TEAM GAME: 

Foot ball: 

Dribbling skills arranged in different 

patterns. 

ART & CRAFT Projects for art exhibition Projects for art exhibition Projects for art exhibition Projects for art exhibition 

SWIMMING
freestyle kicking drills , floating and 

bubbling drills

freestyle kicking anf floating 

without any suppoert

suitable warm up , pick up the coin 

activity. from under water
suitable warm up and boating



SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

KARATE Wushu (boxing) Spot front kick Gymnastics Double kick

Signature of the Principal

* * *

PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITY

Help and guide your child to grow a plant at home, record its stages of growth and take proper care by providing all the resources for the plant to grow healthy.

For any suggestions & feedback please mail us at principal@lakshyaschool.in

Class Teacher's Helpline: Name: Keerthi Sunayana                                            Mobile Number: 7396446845

Class Teacher's Helpline: Name: T. Karuna                                            Mobile Number: 9440450613

CREATIVE CLASSROOM DÉCOR

The classroom will be decorated with charts, models, strategies and creative work of the children according to the inquiry


